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                                     Staff Report Date: 9/25/15  

Description 

 

 To accommodate expected increased traffic associated with the relocation of services and personnel from 
Walter Reed Hospital in the District of Columbia to the Medical Center in Bethesda, the Maryland State 
Highway Administration (SHA) will be implementing a series of roadway and intersection improvements, 
including the intersection of Connecticut Avenue and Jones Bridge Road, adjacent to the Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute (HHMI) campus.  These improvements required SHA to take portions of the HHMI site along 
Jones Bridge Road, including areas previously placed in Category I Conservation Easement. 

 This amendment has been submitted to address the forest conservation impacts associated with the SHA 
condemnation. 

 Staff recommendation: Approval with conditions. 
 

Summary 

Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Limited Amendment of the Preliminary Plan to Amend the Forest Conservation Plan 

12002096B 

 

Marco Fuster, Senior Planner, Area 1, marco.fuster@montgomeryplanning.org, phone (301) 495-4521 

Elza Hisel-McCoy, Supervisor, Area 1,  elza.hisel-mccoy@montgomeryplanning.org, (301) 495-2115 

Robert Kronenberg, Chief, Area 1, robert.kronenberg@montgomeryplanning.org , (301) 495-2187 

 
 Request: Preliminary Plan Limited Amendment 

to Revise the Final Forest Conservation Plan to 
address the SHA condemnation of a portion of 
the subject property. 

 Address: 4000 Jones Bridge Road 
 Zone: LSC-0.5 H-65T 
 Size: 36.44 acres 
 Master Plan: Chevy Chase Lake Sector Plan 
 Applicant:   Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
 Filing Date: November 18, 2014 
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RECOMMENDATION: This Preliminary Plan and Forest Conservation Plan Amendment is limited to the 

changes due to the SHA condemnation along Jones Bridge Road and is recommended for approval 

subject to the following conditions:  

1) The Final Forest Conservation Plan must be revised to address the following items subject to 
MNCPPC Staff approval: 
a. Coordinate with Staff regarding necessary clarifications/corrections of the plan notes 

and specifications. 
b. Clarify/correct plan tables to demonstrate the previous and current FCP requirements. 
c. Delete the revised worksheet and restore the originally approved worksheet. 
d. Eliminate the “removed” symbols for trees that are beyond the scope of the current 

amendment. 
e. Provide up to 12 additional one- to two- inch caliper native plantings as needed to 

appropriately fill any resulting gaps within the easement area. Final quantities and 
locations to be determined by the Planning Department Forest Conservation Inspector. 
 

2) Condition 9 of Preliminary Plan 12002096R is amended to allow modification of the 
Category I Easement area by deed instead of record plat. 

 
3) The fee-in-lieu payment or certificate of compliance to use an off-site forest mitigation bank 

that satisfies the 0.40 acre mitigation requirements must be approved by M-NCPPC Staff 
prior to any clearing or grading within the project area. 

 
4) No clearing or grading within the existing Category I Easement area will be permitted until 

the abandonment and new onsite easement areas are recorded. 
 
 
 
 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
 
The subject property is located at the southwest quadrant of Connecticut Avenue (MD 185) and Jones 
Bridge Road. The site contains the campus of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) 
headquarters which was recently rezoned from R-90 to the Life Sciences Center (LSC) Zone. The area is 
generally surrounded by R-90 zoned properties; however, the mixed-use Chevy Chase Lake Center, 
including a planned Purple Line Station and access to the Capital Crescent Trail, is located to the south 
along Connecticut Avenue.  The 36.23-acre property is recorded under plat No. 23792. 
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Figure 1    Air photo of subject property and vicinty                                                                              NORTH  ↑ 
 
 
There are forested areas and numerous significant and specimen trees associated with the property, 
however there are no streams, wetlands, floodplains or other naturally occurring hydrologic features or 
associated buffers.  The footprint of the existing forest conservation easements are shown by the green 
outlined areas in the image above.  There is an engineered stormwater management wet pond located 
in the eastern portion of the site. The site is located within both the Bethesda main stem of Rock Creek 
(near Platt Ridge Drive) and the Coquelin Run tributary of Rock Creek, both of which are Use I 
watersheds1.  
 

                                                           
1 Use I:  
WATER CONTACT RECREATION & PROTECTION OF AQUATIC LIFE 

Waters that are suitable for: water contact sports: play and leisure time activities where the human body may come in direct contact with the 

surface water; fishing; the growth and propagation of fish (other than trout); other aquatic life, and wildlife; agricultural water supply and 

industrial water supply. 
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BACKGROUND/ PRIOR APPROVALS 
 
On November 4, 2004, the Planning Board approved (by Resolution dated January 19, 2005) a revised 
Preliminary Plan 12002096R and associated Forest Conservation Plan (FCP) to add 75,000 square feet of 
administrative office space to the campus. The associated Final Forest Conservation Plan (FFCP) was 
approved on May 3, 2007, and reflects the onsite conservation easement areas that exist today. 
 
On October 20, 2005, the Planning Board approved (by Resolution dated November 18, 2005) 
Preliminary Plan Amendment 12002096A to address the abandonment of a minor portion of unused 
ROW which was found to overlap the subject property.   
 
The HHMI site was discussed on July 16, 2012 in association with the Mandatory Referral No. 
MR2012036 for the adjacent Jones Bridge Road modifications under SHA plans for the MD185/Jones 
Bridge Road Phase 2 Project, associated with a Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC).   However the 
subject property was not formally included as part of the Mandatory Referral. 
 
The Hayes Manor site and its historic setting occupy the southwest portion of the site (Master Plan for 
Historic Preservation site #35/10).  The historic setting is outside the limits of disturbance for this project 
and the project will have no direct impact on the historic site. 

 

 
Figure 4    Historic resources exhibit                                                                                           NORTH ↑ 

 

http://www.mcatlas.org/Development_Info/Default.aspx?apno=MR2012036
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PROPOSED FOREST CONSERVATION PLAN CHANGES 
 
The State Highway Administration’s (SHA) plans for the MD185/Jones Bridge Road Phase 2 project 
located adjacent to the Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) require permanent impact to a portion 
of the existing onsite Category I Conservation Easement area. HHMI submitted this amendment to 
address these impacts.  
 
The plans accommodate the removal of 11,357 square feet of Category I Conservation Easement area.  
A portion of the proposed impacts are mitigated onsite by adding four distinct areas to the existing 
conservation easement on the subject property which collectively total 2,615 square feet. The net loss 
of forest easement area is therefore 8,742 square feet or 0.20 acres. The loss of 0.20 acres of easement 
will be mitigated offsite at a 2:1 ratio of planted forest. The amount of mitigation needed is 0.40 acres of 
planted forest.   
 
The applicant will satisfy the mitigation requirements either by a fee-in-lieu payment or certificate of 
compliance from an M-NCPPC approved offsite forest bank.  The offsite mitigation must be fully 
executed prior to clearing or grading of easement area. Furthermore, no construction work within the 
existing forest conservation easement area will be permitted until the abandonment and new onsite 
easement areas are recorded. 
 
Since the existing conservation easement area to be abandoned is recorded by plat, the Planning 
Board’s policy is to have a new plat recorded to abandon the portion(s) to be removed (and also reflect 
any new areas of easement). However, in this case the Applicant has requested that the platted 
easement abandonment as well as the additions to the easement be recorded by deed only.  Given that 
the Applicant is an institutional use that has occupied the site for decades and is expected to continue to 
occupy the site for the foreseeable future, Staff supports this request. 
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Figure 2    Exhibit of proposed changes to Forest Conservation Easement.                                        NORTH → 
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Forest Conservation Variance 
 
Section 22A-12(b) (3) of the Montgomery County Forest Conservation Law provides criteria that identify 
certain individual trees as high priority for retention and protection.  The law requires no impact to trees 
that measure 30 inches DBH or greater; are part of a historic site or designated with a historic structure; 
are designated as national, state, or county champion trees; are at least 75 percent of the diameter of 
the current State champion tree of that species; or to trees, shrubs, or plants that are designated as 
Federal or State rare, threatened, or endangered species. Any impact to these trees, including removal 
of the subject tree or disturbance within the tree’s critical root zone (CRZ), requires a variance. An 
applicant for a variance must provide certain written information in support of the required findings in 
accordance with Section 22A-21 of the County Forest Conservation Law.   
 
The proposed project includes removal of six trees and disturbance within the CRZ of 11 trees which are 
subject to a variance due to their size measuring 30 inches DBH or greater (no trees associated with the 
historic site are affected). The Applicant submitted a variance request (Attachment A) for the impacts to 
the subject trees as listed in Table 1 and Table 2 below. The Applicants’ request is to remove six trees, 
and to impact, but not remove, eleven trees are that are considered high priority for retention under 
Section 22A-12(b) (3) of the County Forest Conservation Law. 
 
 
Table 1: Subject Trees to be removed 

 
 
 
Table 2: Subject Trees to be impacted but retained  
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Figure 3    Forest Conservation Variance Impact/Removal exhibit      NORTH → 
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Section 22A-21 of the County Forest Conservation Law sets forth the findings that must be made by the 
Planning Board or Planning Director, as appropriate, in order for a variance to be granted.  In addition to 
the required findings outlined numerically below, the Applicant must demonstrate that enforcement of 
the variance provision would result in an unwarranted hardship.  In this instance, the Applicant has 
justified that enforcement would result in an unwarranted hardship because it is not possible to entirely 
avoid impacts to the 17 subject trees.  Furthermore, the impacts are a result of a government taking 
within the subject property and not related to any proposed redevelopment activity by the property 
owner.     
 
Variance Findings 
Granting the requested variance:   
 

1. Will not confer on the Applicant a special privilege that would be denied to other Applicants. 
 
The proposed variance is to address the condemnation of portions of the site by SHA. Therefore, 
the variance request does not confer a special privilege on the Applicant and would not be 
considered for other Applicants in similar situations.  
 

2. Is not based on conditions or circumstances which are the result of the actions by the Applicant. 
 
The requested variance is not based on conditions or circumstances that are the result of 
actions by the Applicant.  The requested variance is a result of a government taking for a road 
project within the subject property. 
 

3. Is not based on a condition relating to land or building use, either permitted or non-conforming, 
on a neighboring property. 
 
The requested variance is a direct result of a government taking within the subject property and 
is not based on a condition related to land or building use on a neighboring property.   
 

4. Will not violate State water quality standards or cause measurable degradation in water quality. 
 
Aside from the relatively minor footprint of the relocated wall, there is no increase of 
impervious area on the property remaining after the right-of-way condemnation. The Forest 
Conservation Plan Amendment proposes additional tree and shrub plantings which help 
enhance water quality. Furthermore the SHA project will provide storm water management 
controls addressing the water quality impacts of the road widening project.  Therefore, the 
project will not violate State water quality standards or cause measurable degradation in water 
quality.   

 
County Arborist’s Recommendation 
 
In accordance with Montgomery County Code Section 22A-21(c), the Planning Department is required to 
refer a copy of the variance request to the County Arborist in the Montgomery County Department of 
Environmental Protection (MCDEP) for a recommendation prior to acting on the request. The request 
was forwarded to the County Arborist on September 14, 2015.  The County Arborist has not issued a 
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response to the variance request at this time. However, the response is anticipated to be received (prior 
to the date of the hearing) for presentation to the Board. 
 
The trees subject to this variance that are to be impacted but retained, are appropriate candidates for 
retention and will receive adequate tree protection measures. However, tulip trees are sensitive to 
construction impacts and some decline may occur in the future. Furthermore, some of the subject trees 
will be removed from the footprint of the remaining easement area and will create gaps in the forest 
structure and the associated buffering function. Therefore M-NCPPC staff recommends mitigation of up 
to 12 additional one to two inch caliper native plantings as needed to appropriately fill any gaps within 
the easement area. Final quantities and locations to be determined by the Planning Department Forest 
Conservation Inspector (after the clearing activity has occurred). 
 
Based on the above findings, Staff recommends that the Applicant’s request for a variance from the 
Forest Conservation Law to remove six trees and impact but retain, eleven subject trees (affecting a 
total of 17 subject trees) be approved by the Planning Board.  
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Staff recommends approval of the proposed amendment with conditions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Attachments 
Attachment A – Applicant’s Variance Request 
Attachment B – SHA letter 
Attachment C – Previous Opinions 
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